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When you consider the dahlia, you must arrive at that age 

when you no longer flinch; 

to have soldiered through many winters, numb with cold, 

stuck up to the hips in snow,  

to have stood on the banks of the river and watched

 it freeze and unfreeze, each time wondering what will return.

Not a flower for a young girl, 

not soft and delicate and dewy, 

not pale like a yellow rose, or a pink,

 like the flowers I was given as a girl, 

when I was pink as a rose.

  

The dahlia is the flower of late summer, 

the flower of the pause, when, for a few weeks, time stops;

you can see it breathing in a rough mix

 of sunflower, black-eyed susan, 

chrysanthemum, and zinnia in rotting arbors 

 in ditches at the side of the road.  

When you consider the dahlia, you must live in a sun drenched land, 

where rain is a thing of memory;

it carries the sun in its gold-skeined petals.

It is the flower of here and now, 

Of words thrown over the shoulder. 

When you consider the dahlia, you must still feel 

passion bottled up and ready to be sprung loose. 

When you consider the dahlia, don’t expect to drop 

into its magenta glow and smell a heavy perfume  

or be reminded of a young girl’s neck. 

The scent of a dahlia is an imagined thing

like spilled blood. 

The Dahlia
POET  |  MARCIA ALDRICH          FIBER ARTIST  |  JACKI MOSELY

Fiber Art and Poetry Intersect
Twenty-seven works from BARN’s Fiber 
Arts studio that were inspired by poems 

contributed from the Writers’ studio
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Seventeen minutes ago, I was in love
with the cashier and a cinnamon pull-apart, 
seven minutes before that, it was a gray-
  
haired man in argyle socks, a woman
 dancing outside the bakery holding
 a cigarette and broken umbrella. The rain, 

I’ve fallen in love with it many times, 
the fog, the frost—how it covers the clovers
—and by clovers I mean lovers.

And now I’m thinking how much I want to rush up 
 to the stranger in the plaid wool hat
 and tell him how much I love his eyes, 

all those fireworks, every seventeen minutes, exploding
 in my head—you the baker, you the novelist, 
 you the reader, you the homeless man on the corner 

with the strong hands—I’ve thought about you. But 
 in this world we’ve been taught too keep 
our emotions tight, a rubberband ball we worry

if one band loosens, the others will begin shooting off
 in so many directions. So we quiet. 
I quiet. I eat my cinnamon bread 

in the bakery watching the old man still sitting
 at his table, moving his napkin as he drinks
 his small cup of coffee, and I never say, 

I think you’re beautiful, except in my head, 
 except I decide I can’t
 live this way, and walk over to him and

place my hand on his shoulder, lean in close
 and whisper, I love your argyle socks, 
and he grabs my hand, 

the way a memory holds tight in the smallest
corner. He smiles and says, 
I always hope someone will notice.

Love Waltz with Fireworks
POET  |  KELLI RUSSELL AGODON          FIBER ARTIST  |  JENNIFER SLACK

If the wind

Then the mountains

And the sea

The indigo sky

Our truth 

From here I know

The ravens, whales, bears

And eagles

Salmon and you

We together

Rise

And embrace the emptiness

Envelop the wholeness

Spreading our breath

With love

It is the only answer.

Weathering
POET  |  STEPHANIE BALZARINI          FIBER ARTIST  |  DALE WALKER
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On the day when autumn’s last golden pear 

dropped softer than silk, rotting and sunburned 

to melt into the dried yellow grasses, uneaten

 

An alabaster moth plunged in the fatal scent

of the world’s last night-blooming flower

growing by a rose-curtained room where no one slept.

In those moments, under the fiery coral sky

of our torched and no-longer-forever home

with no one to mourn the passing of living color

The world’s last crimson heart took its final bow

dooming life as we’ve known it to limp slowly

off the darkening stage of living memory.

Streams bled down ash-browned hills, destined

to drip and ooze over the unthinkable hours of

the earth’s last azure and emerald day

And although every-colored words tumbled forth

from the distant dawn of poetry and tales

the last pen, in invisible ink, spelled out the end.

Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet

When no witnesses remain will color still riot?

Color Me Broken-Hearted
POET & FIBER ARTIST  |  ABRA BENNETT

The white thread I thought 
       a tiny root
moved unreasonable in earth,
resolved to animal—
There’s a fabric for you!

Great and Small
POET  |  MICHAEL BLAIR          FIBER ARTIST  |  DEB SWEET
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We keep the curtains open
to witness the approaching night.
You share philosophy, mythology, Zen about the stars.
I, the pessimist, only equate the burning orbs with the cancer bursting inside you,
the Milky-Way swatch of pain coursing through your vessels and veins…

Robert’s Gift

Months later, when you are finally at peace
sorting through your beautiful artwork
I pick up a ceramic star
hold it to my eye
where it crumbles into ash,
the white dust coating my hands and face.
Horrified, I glance up without thinking
to the sprinkling of star dust
in the night sky,
hear your hearty deep laugh 
percolating through the air.

It takes a few moments 
but I finally laugh along with you.
Humor replaces the sadness
your last gift to me

POET  |  REBECCA CHRISTENSEN          FIBER ARTIST  |  DAWNA ELLIS

Look at a rock 
... discover a mountain
Look at a water drop 
... discover the sea
  Look at a leaf 
  ... discover a tree, then a forest
  Look at a seed 
  ... discover a flower, then a garden
    Look at a baby 
    ... discover a child, then an adult
    Look at a thread 
    ... discover a garment
    Just look!

“Look” 
POET & FIBER ARTIST  |  DONNA LEE DOWDNEY
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Hey Mr. Moon
I know you are full of yourself 
but could you leave my life alone?
Why do you have to rise up with your bad self 
and knock on my door?
I go from calm to kooky when you shine your light in my face when I’m sleeping.
Why do you get to wreak havoc on me just because you are feeling frisky
Go back to sleep so I can
Good night!

Hey Mister Moon

Hey Mr. Moon
Get out of my face
With your LED brightness and mysterious mischief
Who do you think you are that you can just barge into my room 
And invade my dark sleepy place where I go to recharge my battery.
Pull that cloud over you so that your light doesn’t get into my eyes.
Good riddance!
Good night!

POET  |  CAROL HILLE          FIBER ARTIST  |  SUSAN STRAWN

Random rings
 of every size
  growing, melting
    into shadows
     of trees and stone
      as gentle
        as the breath
        of sleepy fog
       resting in the forest
      bringing comfort
     and peace
    it consumes my being
   hypnotizes my soul
 I am one with life’s wonder
  I am forest
   stone
    fog
     peace
       I am spirit
        I am
         I

Rebirth
POET & FIBER ARTIST  |  DIANE NAAB
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Timeworn formations caress the deep blue sky 
as snowy egrets flutter to the 
sandy beach below. 
 
A Bighorn lamb suckles his mother’s milk,
oblivious to the intrusion
of the orange headed lizard scampering by.. 

Cacti cling tenaciously 
to nooks and crannies, 
throwing their arms up in jubilation at small 
victories. 

The shale, the limestone, the granite, and the lava 
murmur quietly as the unrelenting river 
nibbles grain by grain from their feet. 

An orchestra of frogs and crickets 
welcome the moonlight 
as the deer meander near the water’s edge. 

Bats swoop among the eddies and ripples, 
munching a delectable feast 
of thorax and antennae and feathery wings. 

Shadows dance against the Red Wall 
as it stands sentry, 
keeping ancient secrets.

A majestic place, 
a sacred land. 
The Grand Canyon

Grand Canyon
POET  |  LYDIA HARRISON          FIBER ARTIST (BELOW)  |  DIANA GIPSON          FIBER ARTIST (RIGHT)  |  CAROL REYNOLDS
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This black crow I’ve called
A heart flies west,
Straight to horizon’s light—
A black dot piercing the orange,
The sun and its watery-torch merge,
At flash point,
Sky-sea-sandstone-flesh ignite.

Portmeirion’s Heartease
POET  |  LINDA MCALLISTER PACKARD          FIBER ARTIST  |  JASON DEVINNEY

Nose nudge, gentle against my neck. She breathes deep, my humanness every morning. 
My mare, ma mere, a gift from my mother. 
Separate beings at first, then one, thundering through sun-peppered woods. 
Her ample lips gobble up a carrot, chestnut eyes locked onto mine, in wordless conversation. 
Now age seeps into her angular bones. Her leg stretches out, ghostly, already one step away from me. 
I can only bear to gaze at parts of her: Eyelashes, flared nostrils, her twitching ear. 
All that I will miss when she is gone. 

Girl Power
POET  |  AMANDA R. MANDER          FIBER ARTIST  |  BRIDGETT WONDER 
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The orca whale Tahlequah 
carries her newborn baby 
seventeen days, seventy miles a day.
She dives deep into the Straits of Haro,
the Straits of Juan de Fuca  
each time her infant slips away. 

“She was forever picking up the body
as it sank, hoisting it out of the water
to take a breath, then repeating.”
Allyson Chiu, Washington Post 

For seventeen days, the orca’s pod 
and the world form a caravan behind her. 
We can not not watch. She takes us 
as she disappears and resurfaces,
wildly. We gasp, blowholes in synchrony.

She thrashes. She rolls. The days old 
calf carcass laid out on her head
like a hair shirt for the watching
the heart of a killer whale.
Every mother knows, every woman 
who’s lost a child, but not her mind 
and not yet hope. We follow the wake
of Tahlequah for Ti-Tahlequah and remember
all things mother separated from her child.

All Things Mother 
Separated From Her Child

POET  |  JANET MCLAIN SMITH          FIBER ARTIST  |  MICHELE WISE

The River calls me
She is calling
In the darkness of the night

Her voice familiar
Ages have I known her
She that is calling
Singing, singing
Ever she is singing

And always did I find 
Just one more chore that I must do
One more day, one more year
To put off her precious Song

Closer did I dare
To the beauty, to the song
Crawling to the edge
Run! You must run!
And I fell 
to my death

I am falling 
disappeared
She has devoured me once more
Dissolved into her dance
Dissolved into her song

The River Calls Me
POET  |  LAUREN SILVER          FIBER ARTIST  |  SUE SCOTT

We are dancing
We are dancing
The River and I
I am lost
I am found 
In the song
In the sea

I am love
I am life 
I am calling
Hear me calling
In the darkness of the night

Take my hand
Slip out
Slide in
to the River
to the Song

It is love
That calls me
That feeds me 
That carries me

She carries
She carries
Us all
She is 
Love
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Folded colorful garments

yellow ruffled skirt with bellflower and birds

teal silk gathered at the waist

painted corset and Tehuana dresses

fill the space of the old trunk

while outside a dress hangs there

“My Dress Hangs There”
a painting by Frida Kahlo, 1933

POET  |  JANE SWANSON          FIBER ARTIST  |  MARGARET GIBBS

predictable            
sunspot 
shattering storm                  
swirling gases of hydrogen and helium
ready to flare

predictable 
from prominences and filaments  
millions of miles away an aurora borealis formed        
aurora that spanned into the Caribbean 
when the sun touched earth the newspapers said 

 Sunspot
inspired by the Carrington event

POET  |  JANE SWANSON          FIBER ARTIST  |  MARGARET GIBBS
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I’m fond in my poetry
Of weaving a thread
Of words through my narrative
And ending the wandering path
With a punch line.
My paintings, 
[And as teachers tell me,]
Need to move the eye around
And follow the storyline
Of what flows into what.
Time is movement, 
Is song, is playacting
On a stage with one,
Two, three acts
And then applause.
I like Bach;
I like folk;
I am really appreciative of
Lacemaking when it
Is finished and sewn on.
Conclusion can be 
Measured, expected.
Why then can I not
Understand jazz?
Weird tones improvise
And lose me in its
Lack of narrative.
Lots of movement,
Up and down, not
Back and forth.
I’d rather hear one beat,
A sturdy, steady, touchable
Clunk of a loom or scraping/ 
Grinding of a wood lathe or
Scratch upon paper.

Jazz
POET  |  JANETMARIE VALIGA          FIBER ARTIST  |  MELINDA WEST

French platoon
pack of riders
save energy riding close

near
behind
dramatic

peloton travels
as birds fly 
in formation

slip off
rejoin
maneuver  

Peloton
POET  |  JANE SWANSON          FIBER ARTIST  |  FRAN FULLER
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Your life was short
But how brilliantly you shone
Illuminating all around you
You were an unexpected surprise
A free spirit
Who lit up our world.

As you return to us each spring
In the northern woodlands,
We look forward to your arrival
With anticipation and excitement.
And when we see you
We will be at once amazed, amused, and in awe
That this world we live in 
Is so breathtakingly beautiful.

We are spellbound  by the phenomenal 
Beauty of your multitudes
Each one of you contributing
Your own unique spirit, 
And beauty,
To the awesome panorama before us.
Laughing, singing, dancing 
In the sunbeams.

Spring Ephemera
written in memory of Abby Garland  April 2014

POET & FIBER ARTIST  |  SUE VAN DUINE

I started my day with chocolate...
It worked just like a charm.
I felt the “buzz” envelop me
And travel up my arm.

A “smile” it crept across my face,
My mood began to lift.
My mind relaxed and floated
Like an unmoored boat adrift.

Creative visions filled my head
My brain began to spark
The thoughts came fast and furious now
No longer in the dark.

My chest relaxed, the tightness gone
My shoulders lowered and calm
“A state of bliss” I’d call this space
It seemed to cause no harm???

You see, I started my day with chocolate and....
It worked just like a charm. 

I Started my Day with Chocolate
POET  |  SUE VAN DUINE          FIBER ARTIST  |  SUE VAN DUINE & HEATHERE CERICOLA
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An idea shared,
Three lives were spared,
As we prepared for our first gathering.

A connection was made,
The foundation laid,
For years of love and understanding.

Ideas were sacred,
On this we agreed.
An idea a seed for each new beginning.

Ideas were supported
With assistance and cheers,
Celebration and tears........of joy,
For each other,
For our journey,
We felt blessed.

Creativity flourished,
Well nourished,
And relished,
Supported by all.

Doll stories abounded
And sounded
A great deal like
Our own....no denying
It was true.

The Doll Group
in memory of her friend and fellow Art Doll artist Linda Wells who died on July 11, 2019

POET  |  SUE VAN DUINE          FIBER ARTIST  |  LINDA WELLS

We were on this path together.
Our lives intersecting
In beautiful and intricately 
Woven patterns.

Our pallette?
For Robby, it was jewel tones.
The colors of Royalty,
Folk tales,
And Russian fables.

For Sue, the earthly hues
Deep reds, greens, and golds.
Colors of the environment
Around her.
The woods,
The shore,
The sky at sunset.

For Linda it ran the gamut.
From harmonic purples,
Turquoises, greens and violets
To the depths of 
Indigos, maroons and blacks.
And brights.....
We can’t forget those,
She loved those the most!
Bright reds, oranges, fuchsias and limes.
They made her dance
And sing like a bird,
Whirling and twirling 
To the music she loved.

Our creations?
Made for others,
For ourselves,
For the world to see.
Put on display
Or left to “be”
Their beauty,
Their spirits,
Their complex and crazy stories,
A metaphor for our own.

Our creative life
A Cabaret
Our message very clear;
“We have no troubles here, old chum
We have no troubles here.”

The creative life is beautiful,
And that will always be
For even though we’re two 
Right now,
We always will be three.

With that, we say adieu, dear friend,
Have a beautiful journey home.
You will always be remembered,
Where ever we may roam.
Your spirit with us always,
Your light inside our hearts,
We will create our “wonders”
Even though we’re apart.
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If it’s a classic by Bashō or Buson, you
nod your head a few times, slowly,
and say mmmmmmmmmm, just under your breath.
Bonus points if your eyes are closed.
My family does this to mock me
when I share one of my poems—
lovingly, I’m sure.
If it’s a haiku by Issa,
then you might chuckle,
unless it’s the poem about the roof of hell,
then the requisite nodding is in order,
with a dash of chin rubbing for good measure.

How to Respond to a Haiku
POET  |  MICHAEL DYLAN WELCH          FIBER ARTIST  |  MARY ANN TOLLEFSON

I hate to cook—
Eat tuna sandwiches standing up,
Looking out the kitchen window.

“You never cook!” my ex used to
Say.
“If I want a square meal
I have to make it myself!”

A Late Romance
POET  |  BEV WEST          FIBER ARTIST  |  SYBIL CARRERE

After the divorce,
At a Quaker meeting
I talked with a widower,
A soft-spoken man, who said,

“My wife always cooked—superbly.
In all those years we only had one problem—
She never allowed me in the kitchen.”

“Oh how sad,” I said.
“Maybe come over for a visit this afternoon?
About 5:30?”
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pink heathers all in bloom
yellow shoots bursting up
hellebores in shades of mauve
all shouting of gaudy days to come

then the snows came
muffled the pinks and yellows
silenced the browns and greens
and still the snows came
until there was no color left
and we were all left dormant

but yet the birds dared invade
with their noisy reds and yellows
exclaiming - We will have our way! 
and the snows began to melt
unable to withstand the beating wings

The Snows Came
POET  |  TERRY WINER          FIBER ARTIST (BELOW)  |  CAROL REYNOLDS          FIBER ARTIST (RIGHT)  |  CONSTANCE DUCAR
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surrounded by shadows
headlights penetrate just the next second
what comes after is unseen

driving home in the fog index
POET  |  TERRY WINER           FIBER ARTIST  |  CONSTANCE DUCAR
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